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Abstract. Processing ﬂoating point division generally consists of SRT
recurrence, quotient conversion, rounding, and normalization steps. In
the rounding step, a high speed adder is required for increment operation, increasing the overall execution time. In this paper, a ﬂoating
point divider performing quotient conversion and rounding in parallel is
presented by analyzing the operational characteristics of ﬂoating point
division. The proposed ﬂoating point divider does not require any additional execution time, nor does it need any high speed adder for the
rounding step. The proposed divider can execute quotient conversion,
rounding, and normalization within one cycle. To support design eﬃciency, the quotient conversion/rounding unit of the proposed divider
can be shared eﬃciently with the addition/rounding hardware for ﬂoating point multiplier.

1

Introduction

An FPU (Floating Point Unit) is a principal component in graphics accelerators
[1,2], digital signal processors, and high performance computer systems. As the
chip integration density increases due to the advances in semiconductor technology, it has become possible for an FPU to be placed on a single chip together with
the integer unit, allowing the FPU to exceed its original supplementary function
and becoming a principal element in a CPU [2,3,4,5]. In recent microprocessors,
a ﬂoating point division unit is built on a chip to speed up the ﬂoating point
division operation.
In general, the processing ﬂow of the ﬂoating point division operation consists of SRT recurrence, quotient conversion, rounding, and normalization steps
[6,7,8]. SRT recurrence has been used to perform the division operation for the
fraction part and to produce the ﬁnal quotient and its remainder as in a redundant representation. In the quotient conversion step, the sign bit for the ﬁnal
remainder can be calculated from both the carry part and the sum part of the
remainder in a redundant representation. Hence, a conventionally binary represented quotient is produced using the positive part and the negative part of the
P.-C. Yew and J. Xue (Eds.): ACSAC 2004, LNCS 3189, pp. 568–581, 2004.
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redundantly represented quotient and the sign bit of the ﬁnal remainder. After
that, the rounding step can be performed using the results from the quotient
conversion step. For the rounding step, a high speed adder for increment operation is usually required, increasing the overall execution time and occupying a
large amount of chip area.
In some microprocessors, due to design eﬃciency, the rounding unit for a
ﬂoating point divider is shared with a rounding hardware for a ﬂoating point multiplier or a ﬂoating point adder [7,9]. The reasons for this sharing are as follows.
First, because the ﬂoating point division operation requires many cycles to complete its operation, it does not need to be implemented by a pipeline structure.
Second, because the ﬂoating point division operation is not used more frequently
than other ﬂoating point operations, additional hardware for the rounding unit
in the ﬂoating point divider is not economical. Third, the hardware to support
the rounding operation for ﬂoating point division can be developed simply by
modifying the rounding unit for either a ﬂoating point multiplier or a ﬂoating
point adder. However, this sharing must not aﬀect any critical path of the shared
one and should not complicate the control scheme. Therefore, an eﬃcient sharing
mechanism is required.
In this paper, a ﬂoating point divider performing quotient conversion and
rounding in parallel is proposed by analyzing the operational characteristics of
ﬂoating point division. The proposed ﬂoating point divider does not require any
additional execution time, nor does it need any high speed adder for the rounding
step. Also it can execute quotient conversion, rounding, and normalization within
only one cycle, and can share the addition/rounding hardware logics for a ﬂoating
point multiplier presented in [11] by adding several hardware logics. The additive
hardware does not aﬀect the execution time of the ﬂoating point multiplier and
can be implemented with very simple hardware logics.
In [9], quotient conversion and rounding can be performed in parallel, and
the addition/rounding hardware logics are shared with a ﬂoating point multiplier
presented in [10]. However, it requires a more complex processing algorithm. This
in turn requires additional hardware components which increase the length of the
critical path on the pipeline. Such increase causes one more unit of pipeline delay
in their approach and requires more hardware components than our approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
overview of the IEEE rounding methods and the integer SRT division method.
We also illustrate how the proposed ﬂoating point divider can share an addition/rounding unit of the ﬂoating point multiplier. Section 3 suggests a hardware model which can execute rounding and quotient conversion in parallel and
its implementation with respect to IEEE four rounding modes. In Section 4,
conclusion is given.
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Backgrounds and Basic Equations

In this section, the IEEE rounding methods and the SRT division algorithm are
discussed. An addition and rounding circuit for a ﬂoating point multiplier is also
illustrated to be shared with the proposed ﬂoating point divider.
2.1

The IEEE Rounding Modes

The IEEE standard 754 stipulates four rounding modes; they are round-tonearest, round-to-zero, round-to-positive-inﬁnity, and round-to-negative-inﬁnity.
These four rounding modes can be classiﬁed mainly into round-to-nearest, roundto-zero, and round-to-inﬁnity, because round-to-positive-inﬁnity and round-tonegative-inﬁnity can be divided into round-to-zero and round-to-inﬁnity according to the sign of a number.
For the sake of the IEEE rounding, two additional bits, R and Sy, are
required. R is the M SB among the less signiﬁcant bits other than LSB. Sy is
the ORed results of all the less signiﬁcant bits except with R. The following
three algorithms are the results of the rounding operation with LSB, R, and Sy
when the M SB is zero, which is a normalized case. “return 0” means truncation, and “return 1” indicates increment as the result of any rounding operation.
Algorithm 1 : Roundnearest (LSB, R, Sy)
if (R=0) return 0
else if (Sy=1) return 1
else if (LSB=0) return 0
else return 1
Algorithm 2 : Roundzero (LSB, R, Sy)
return 0
Algorithm 3 : Roundinf inity (LSB, R, Sy)
if ((R=1) or (Sy=1)) return 1
else return 0
Assume that two input signiﬁcands, divisor d and dividend x, have n bits
each. To simplify the notation, the binary point is to be located between the
LSB and the R bit positions. Then, the R and the Sy bit positions become the
fraction portion. The signiﬁcand bits above them, which are the most signiﬁcant
(n + 1) bits, are the integer portion. The integer portion is represented with
subscript I and the fractional portion with subscript T . Figure 1 shows that
most signiﬁcant (n + 1) bits of H are the integer portion HI , while R and Sy in
H are the fractional portion HT .
For the rest of this paper, ‘∧’ denotes the boolean AND, ‘∨’ denotes the
boolean OR, and ‘⊕’ denotes the boolean exclusive-OR. X denotes the “don’t
care” condition. If any overﬂow is generated from the result of Z operation then
overf low(Z) returns 1, otherwise it returns 0. Ckin denotes the value of the carry
signal from the (k − 1)-th bit position into the k-th bit position.
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H = hn hn−1 hn−2 · · · h1 h0 . RSy

Fig. 1. The deﬁnitions of HI and HT .

2.2

SRT Recurrence

Division operation can be deﬁned by the following equation [6]:
x = q × d + rem,
where |rem| < |d|×ulp. The dividend x and the divisor d are the input operands.
The quotient q and the remainder rem are the results of the division operation.
The unit in the last position, denoted by ulp, deﬁnes the precision of the quotient,
where ulp = r−n for n-digit and radix-r fractional results.
The following recurrence is used at each iteration:
rP0 = x
Pj+1 = rPj − dqj+1 ,
where qj+1 is the (j + 1)-th quotient digit, numbered from the highest to the
lowest order, and Pj is the partial remainder at iteration j. In order for the next
partial remainder Pj+1 to be bounded, the value of the quotient-digit is chosen
as follow:
|Pj+1 | ≤ d.
The ﬁnal quotient is the weighted sum of all of the quotient-digits selected
through the iteration such that
Qf inal =

n


qj × r−j .

j=1

In general, to speed-up the recurrence, the partial remainder and the quotient
are represented as in the redundant forms. That is, the partial remainder consists
of the carry part and the sum part, and the quotient consists of the positive part
and the negative part.
2.3

Calculating the Final Quotient, R, and Sy

Suppose that the quotient obtained after the l-th iteration is denoted by Ql
and the partial remainder is denoted by Pl . Then because Pl should be positive,
the restoration step for Pl is required to produce the ﬁnal quotient if Pl is
negative. Therefore, considering the restoration step, Ql and Pl can be converted
as follows.
Q̃l = Ql − restorel
P̃l = Pl + restorel · d

1 if Pl < 0
restorel =
0 otherwise.
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After the completion of SRT recurrence, the quotient and the remainder
values are generated in the redundant binary representations. The quotient value
from the result of SRT recurrence consists of the positive part QP and the
negative part QN . Then QP and QN can be shown as follows.
QP = pn · · · p0 .p−1
QN = nn · · · n0 .n−1 ,
where QN is represented in the one’s complement form.
The remainder value generated after the completion of SRT recurrence consists of the carry part RemC and the sum part RemS . Both RemC and RemS
are represented in the two’s complement form and have length of (n + 1) bits
each. RemC and RemS can be now represented as follows.
RemS = sn · · · s1 s0
RemC = cn · · · c1 c0 .
QP
I

N
The integer portions of QP and QN are denoted as QP
I and QI , respectively.
N
and QI can be then deﬁned as follows.

QP
I = pn · · · p 0
N
QI = nn · · · n0 .
Then, because QN is represented in the one’s complement form, when the values
in the redundant representation converted into the conventional binary representation, ‘1’ should be added to the position of n−1 . Also, if the remainder is
negative, ‘1’ should be borrowed from the quotient to restore the ﬁnal remainder. Therefore, H which is the conventional binary representation of the ﬁnal
quotient including R and Sy can be calculated as follows.
H = hn hn−1 · · · h0 .RSy
= (pn · · · p0 ) + (nn · · · n0 ) + 0.p−1 + 0.n−1 + restore−1 + 0.0Sy,

(1)

where restore−1 is the restoration signal to the (−1)-th position of the quotient
and is identical to the sign value of the result of (RemS + RemC ). Sy = 0, if the
result sum bits of (RemS + RemC ) are all zeros, otherwise Sy = 1.
Then, (1) can be converted as follows.
N
H = QP
I + QI + 0.p−1 + 0.n−1 + 0.restore−1 + 0.0Sy
N
in
= QP
I + QI + C0 + 0.RSy

R = p−1 ⊕ n−1 ⊕ restore−1
C0in

= overf low(p−1 + n−1 + restore−1 ),

where R is the round bit and C0in is the value of the carry signal from the (−1)-th
bit position to the 0-th bit position. Hence, HI , the integer portion of H, can be
represented as follows.
N
in
HI = QP
(2)
I + QI + C0 .
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The Addition/Rounding Unit for a Floating-Point Multiplier

In general, processing ﬂoating point multiplication consists of multiplication,
addition, rounding, and normalization steps. A ﬂoating point multiplier in [11,
12,13] can execute the addition/rounding operation within only one pipeline
stage and hence simplify the hardware design. The hardware model presented
in [11] is shown in Figure 2. The proposed ﬂoating point divider can share the
addition/rounding unit for a ﬂoating point multiplier to process the quotient
conversion, the rounding, and the normalization steps.
Sy which is calculated at the previous pipeline stage in parallel with a wallace
tree is included in the input factors of the predictor logic in [11]. Because Sy
can be generated after SRT recurrence in ﬂoating point division, Sy must not be
included among the input elements for the predictor logic to perform addition
and rounding in parallel. This is considered in the proposed ﬂoating point divider
which is given in next section.

2n-1

n-2

n-1

n-1 bits

n-2 bits

C
S
n-bit Half Adder

Predictor

FA

L

n-bit Adder0

0

n-bit Adder1

1

i0

i1

Multiplexer

in
Cn-2
Generator

Selector
q 0NS Logic

Fig. 2. The hardware model of the addition/rounding stage for a ﬂoating point multiplier.

3

The Proposed Floating-Point Divider

In this section, the operational characteristics in performing rounding and quotient conversion in parallel are illustrated. Based on these characteristics, a hardware model is presented. Finally, the proposed ﬂoating point divider is compared
with respect to cycle time.
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Analysis for the Quotient Conversion and Rounding Steps

Depending on the MSB of H, the shifting operation for normalization is performed. If hn = 1 then no bit shifting for normalization is required, otherwise
one bit shifting to the left should be performed in the normalization stage. The
former case is denoted as N S (no shift) and the latter case is denoted as LS
(left shift).
Normalization should be accounted for two diﬀerent cases, i.e., the LS and
the N S cases. In the LS case, the result value of H after normalization is denoted
as OLS . For the N S case, the result value of H after normalization is denoted
LS
LS
as ON S . Suppose that OILS , OR
, OSy
are the integer portion of OLS , the R bit
value, and the Sy bit value in the case of LS, respectively. Then they can be
represented as follows.
OILS = hn−1 hn−2 · · · h0
LS
OR
=R
LS
OSy = Sy.

(3)

NS
NS
OIN S , OR
are deﬁned similarly for the N S case as follows:
, and OSy

OIN S = hn hn−1 · · · h1
NS
OR
= h0
NS
OSy = R ∨ Sy.

(4)

Suppose that Q is the result value after the rounding step which is performed
prior to the normalization stage. Then in the LS case, Q is represented by QLS .
Thus, QLS can be written as follows according to (2) and (3):
QLS = OILS + Roundmode (h0 , R, Sy)
= (hn−1 hn−2 · · · h0 ) + Roundmode (h0 , R, Sy)
N
in
= QP
I + QI + C0 + Roundmode (h0 , R, Sy).

(5)

Also, for the N S case, Q is represented by QN S . Thus, QN S can be obtained as
follows according to (2) and (4).
QN S = (OIN S + Roundmode (h1 , h0 , (R ∨ Sy))) × 2
= (hn · · · h1 h0 ) + 2 × Roundmode (h1 , h0 , (R ∨ Sy))
N
in
= QP
I + QI + C0 + 2 × Roundmode (h1 , h0 , (R ∨ Sy)).

3.2

(6)

The Proposed Hardware Model for Performing IEEE Rounding
and Quotient Conversion in Parallel

A hardware model capable of performing rounding and quotient conversion in
parallel is designed as shown in Figure 3. The proposed hardware model can be
implemented by adding some hardware to the hardware model in Figure 2.
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Quotient
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Remainder
0

n-1 bits

-1

n+1 bits

QP
QN

Rem C
Rem S
n-bit Half Adder

FA

Predictor
Sign_detector

Zero_detector

restore-1

Sy

L

NS_LS

n-bit Adder0

0

n-bit Adder1

1

i0

i1

Multiplexer

Selector
q LS
0 Logic

Fig. 3. The proposed hardware model for performing IEEE rounding and quotient
conversion in parallel.

In sign detector, the result value of restore−1 in the (1) is calculated. The
zero detector logic determines whether the remainder is zero. If the result of
zero detector is zero, Sy = 0, otherwise Sy = 1. These logics can be implemented
in
by adding additional logics to the Cn−2
generator in Figure 2.
P
N
When QI and QI are added by the n bit HA and the one bit FA, the
predictor bit is provided to the FA. Then the n bit carry and the (n + 1) bit
sum are generated. Here, the LSB of the sum is represented by L as shown in
Figure 3. The n bit carry and the most signiﬁcant n bit sum are added by a
single carry select adder which is drawn as a dotted box in Figure 3. The selector
selects one of the result values after executing addition and rounding from the
two inputs i0 and i1. If selector = 0, then i0 is selected, otherwise i1 is selected
as the output value of the multiplexer. The input values of i0 and i1 can be
represented as follows.
N
i0 = QP
I + QI + predictor
N
i1 = QP
I + QI + 2 + predictor.

(7)

N
In Figure 3, the multiplexer output may be either (QP
I + QI + predictor)
P
N
or (QI + QI + predictor + 2), depending on the value of selector. According
N
P
N
to (5) and (6), one of four possible cases, i.e., (QP
I + QI ), (QI + QI + 1),
P
N
P
N
(QI +QI +2), and (QI +QI +3) needs to be generated to perform rounding and
quotient conversion in parallel. Therefore, if predictor and selector are properly
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selected, then the result value Q after performing addition and rounding in
parallel can be generated. Note that Q is deﬁned in Section 3.1.
To conﬁgure predictor, the following two factors should be considered. First,
the input signals of predictor must be generated before any addition operation
performed by the carry select adder. Second, the delay of the selector logic
which is ﬁnally conﬁgured after the determination of the predictor logic should
be negligible. Thus, predictor must be selected very carefully.
The input value of i0 in the multiplexer is denoted by E = en en−1 · · · e1 .
Because the LSB position of E corresponds to the ﬁrst bit positions of QP and
QN , the integer value of E is EI = E × 2. Thus, the (n + 1) bit integer ﬁeld can
be denoted as EI∗ and EI∗ = EI + L. Hence, EI∗ can be represented as follows:
N
EI∗ = EI + L = QP
I + QI + predictor = en · · · e1 L.

(8)

In the next subsections, the rounding position is analyzed, and predictor and
selector are determined according to all the three rounding modes.
3.3

The Round-to-Nearest Mode

In the round-to-nearest mode and the LS case, one of three possible cases, i.e.,
N
P
N
P
N
(QP
I + QI ), (QI + QI + 1), and (QI + QI + 2) needs to be generated according
to (5) to perform rounding and quotient conversion in parallel.
In the N S case, for increment as the result of RoundN earest (h1 , h0 , (R∨Sy)),
h0 should be ‘1’ according to Algorithm 1. If the result of rounding is increment
and the N S case, ‘1’ should be added to the position of h1 . But because h0
should be ‘1’ for increment as a result of rounding in the N S case, adding ‘1’ to
the position of h1 has the same most signiﬁcant n bit result when ‘1’ is added
N
to the position of h0 . Therefore, one of the three possible cases, i.e., (QP
I + QI ),
P
N
P
N
(QI + QI + 1), and (QI + QI + 2), is required to be generated also in the N S
case.
N
P
According to (7), when predictor is selected to ‘0’, (QP
I + QI ) and (QI +
P
N
QI + 2) are generated. Because the most signiﬁcant n bits of either (QI + QN
I )
N
P
N
or (QP
+
Q
+
2)
are
identical
to
the
most
signiﬁcant
n
bits
of
(Q
+
Q
+
1),
I
I
I
I
N
(QP
I + QI + 1) can be generated. However, predictor is selected as follows to
simplify the selector logic.
predictor = p−1 ∧ n−1 .

(9)

Then, (2) can be converted as follows.
N
H = QP
I + QI + 0.p−1 + 0.n−1 + 0.restore−1 + 0.0Sy
P
= QI + QN
I + overf low(p−1 + n−1 ) + 0.(p−1 ⊕ n−1 ) +
0.restore−1 + 0.0Sy
N
= QP
I + QI + predictor + 0.(p−1 ⊕ n−1 ) + 0.restore−1 + 0.0Sy
= EI + L + C0in + 0.R + 0.0Sy

= EI + C1in × 2 + h0 + 0.R + 0.0Sy

(10)
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R = (p−1 ⊕ n−1 ) ⊕ restore−1
C0in

= (p−1 ⊕ n−1 ) ∧ restore−1

h0 = L ⊕ C0in
C1in = L ∧ C0in .
In the LS case, QLS can be expressed as follows according to (5) and (10).
QLS = EI + C1in × 2 + h0 + Roundnearest (h0 , R, Sy).

(11)

Then, selector and q0LS can be produced as follows.
selector = C1in ∨ (h0 ∧ Roundnearest (h0 , R, Sy))
q0LS = h0 ⊕ Roundnearest (h0 , R, Sy).
In the N S case, QN S is as follows according to (6) and (10).
QN S = EI + 2 × C1in + h0 + 2 × Roundnearest (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy).

(12)

Then, selector can be produced as follows.
selector = C1in ∨ Roundnearest (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy).
3.4

The Round-to-Zero Mode

It is considered that the predictor of the round-to-zero mode is identical to that
of the round-to-nearest mode. Because RoundZero (X, X, X) = 0 for both the
LS and the N S cases, both selector and q0LS can be obtained by replacing both
RoundN earest (h0 , R, Sy) and RoundN earest (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy) of (11) and (12) with
zeros. Therefore, selector and q0LS can be written as follows:
selector = C1in
q0LS = h0 .
3.5

The Round-to-Inﬁnity Mode

For a speciﬁc case such as L = p−1 ⊕n−1 = C0in = Sy = 1, if the predictor of the
round-to-nearest mode is used, then C1in = 1, h0 = 0, R = 0, and Sy = 1. Thus
the rounding result in the round-to-nearest mode can be obtained by truncation
according to Algorithm 1. However, because the value of Sy is equal to ‘1’,
the rounding result in the round-to-inﬁnity mode can be obtained by increment
according to Algorithm 3. Therefore, in the N S case, the case of C1in = 1 and
Roundinf inity = 1 can be occurred. Eventually, in the round-to-inﬁnity mode,
the predictor of the round-to-nearest mode cannot be used. Thus, the predictor
is given as follows.
predictor = p−1 ∨ n−1 .
(13)
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Table 1. The result values of C0in , R, predictor according to the values of the p−1 ,
n−1 , restore−1 .
p−1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

n−1 restore−1 p−1 ⊕ n−1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1

C0in
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

R predictor
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1

In Table 1, C0in , R, and predictor are illustrated as the values of p−1 , n−1 ,
and restore−1 . The following two cases can be generated according to the values
of p−1 ⊕ n−1 and restore−1 . First, restore−1 = 0 and p−1 ⊕ n−1 = 1. In this
case, C0in which represents the carry value to the position of h0 is 0, both R and
predictor are 1’s. Second, the value of C0in has an identical value with predictor
for all the cases except the ﬁrst case.
In the ﬁrst case, the result of rounding is increment because R = 1 according
to Algorithm 3, predictor = 1 and C0in = 0. Then, QLS can be given as follows
according to (5) and (8).
N
in
QLS = QP
I + QI + C0 + Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy)
N
P
N
= QI + QI + 1 = QP
I + QI + predictor
= EI + L.

Then, selector and q0LS can be produced as follows in this case.
selector = 0
q0LS = L.

(14)

In the N S case, QN S can be written as follows according to (6) and (8).
N
in
QN S = QP
I + QI + C0 + 2 × Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy)
N
P
N
= QP
I + QI + 2 = QI + QI + predictor + 1
= EI + L + 1.

Hence, selector is as follows in this case.
selector = L.
In the second case, the value of C0in is identical to predictor. Then, QLS can
be produced as follows.
N
in
QLS = QP
I + QI + C0 + Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy)
N
= QP
I + QI + predictor + Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy)
= EI + L + Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy).
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Then, in this case, selector and q0LS can be determined as follows.
selector = L ∧ Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy)
q0LS = L ⊕ Roundinf inity (h0 , R, Sy).
Thus, QN S is also obtained as follows.
N
in
QN S = QP
I + QI + C0 + 2 × Roundinf inity (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy)
N
= QP
I + QI + predictor + 2 × Roundinf inity (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy)
= EI + L + 2 × Roundinf inity (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy).

Hence, selector is represented as follows in this case.
selector = Roundinf inity (h1 , h0 , R ∨ Sy).
3.6

Critical Path Analysis

There are two dataﬂows in Figure 4. The critical path latency of the left hand
side ﬂow, denoted as Ldiv
CP , is (predictor + F A + carry select adder + selector +
div
, is (zero detector +
multiplexer). The right hand side ﬂow, denoted as RCP
div
div
LS
selector + multiplexer). In LCP and RCP , q0 is ignored because both selector
and q0LS can be performed simultaneously and the delay characteristic of selector
is more complex than that of q0LS . As aforementioned in Section 2.3, the result
values of restore−1 and Sy can be calculated with the result of RemC + RemS .
Because the latency of zero detector is either equal to or longer than that of
div
.
sign detector, sign detector is not also included in RCP
div
div
If we compare LCP with RCP , it seems that the carry select adder and
zero detector reveal similar delay characteristic, because both can be implemented with a high speed adder. Thus, the critical path of the hardware model
in Figure 4 will be Ldiv
CP .
is
almost
similar
to the critical path Lmul
Ldiv
CP
CP of the hardware model in
Figure 2. Only the delay characteristics of predictor and selector are somewhat
diﬀerent. The logic delay of predictor on Ldiv
CP is one gate delay for each roundis
two
gate
delays in the case of the rounding mode, otherwise that of Lmul
CP
to-inﬁnity mode. For the selector of Ldiv
,
an
additional exclusive-OR gate is
CP
required due to identify the two cases in Table 1, as shown in Section 3.5. The
additive gate delay of Ldiv
CP amount to the gate delays of exclusive-OR minus
one gate delay. This additive delay is so small that it may not aﬀect the overall
pipeline latency.
3.7

Comparison with On-the-Fly Rounding

In [14], on-the-ﬂy rounding was suggested to avoid a carry-propagation addition
in rounding operation, by combining the rounding process with the on-the-ﬂy
conversion of the quotient digits from redundant to conventional binary form.
The on-the-ﬂy rounding requires one cycle for the rounding operation because the
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Table 2. The execution cycles for double precision according to radix-r.
Processor
cycles radix
PowerPC604e [3]
31
4
4
PA-RISC 8000 [15]
31
Pentium [7]
33
4
22
8
UltraSPARC [4]
R10000 [5]
19
16
4
Proposed ﬂoating point divider 30
Proposed ﬂoating point divider 21
8
Proposed ﬂoating point divider 15
16

rounded quotient is selected after the sign bit detection. This one cycle latency
is equal to the latency for the rounding operation of the proposed architecture.
But, the on-the-ﬂy rounding requires four shift registers with somewhat complex
parallel load operations.
On the other hand, the proposed architecture can share the addition/rounding hardware logics for a ﬂoating point multiplier presented in [14].
Thus, the proposed architecture seems to require less hardware than the on-theﬂy rounding. Moreover, the proposed architecture achieves low-power consumption over the on-the-ﬂy rounding, because the parallel loading operations for
four registers could be generated at each iteration in case of on-the-ﬂy rounding,
while only one rounding operation is required in the proposed architecture.
3.8

Comparison with Other Microprocessors

To complete double precision ﬂoating point division, the SRT recurrences on
the radix-4 case, on the radix-8 case, and on the radix-16 case take 29 cycles,
20 cycles, and 14 cycles, respectively. Because the proposed ﬂoating point divider can perform quotient conversion and rounding within only one cycle, to
complete the ﬂoating point division operation, 30 cycles should be taken in the
radix-4 case, 21 cycles for the radix-8 case, and 15 cycles for the radix-16 case,
respectively. As shown in Table 2 in the radix-4 case, PowerPC604e [3] takes 31
cycles, PA-RISC 8000 [15] takes 31 cycles, and Pentium [7] takes 33 cycles to
complete the ﬂoating point division operation. In the radix-8 case, UltraSPARC
[4] takes 22 cycles. Also, R10000 [5] takes 19 cycles in the radix-16 case.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, a ﬂoating point divider which is capable of performing the IEEE
rounding and addition in parallel is proposed. Its hardware model is provided and
evaluated with the proofs for correctness of the model. The performance improvement and cost eﬀectiveness design for ﬂoating point division can be achieved by
this approach.

A Floating Point Divider
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